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Abstract

A lack of positive attitude towards health promotion is identified as a major barrier encountered by physicians in delivering effective health promotion to patients and the wider community. As a key component of physician training, medical students would benefit from regular ‘attitudinal’ screening and professional guidance to cultivate both positive attitudes and corresponding professional responses towards health promotion. This review will delineate the multiple and diverse predictors that influence attitudes towards health promotion over time. The paper also provides recommendations to generate better attitudes in medical practitioners in training. Finally, the review advocates for the ongoing facilitation of longitudinal follow up studies investigating trends in the formation of positive attitudes towards health promotion in medical students to establish effective evidence based strategies to further enhance health promoting attitudes and behaviors.
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Introduction

Since its inception in the Ottawa Charter in 1986, health promotion has become a widely accepted concept worldwide (1). Nevertheless, there is ample evidence that its application is still deficient in many key areas of disease prevention (2). For example, it is well documented that many doctors fail to counsel their patients appropriately on healthy lifestyle behaviors in spite of its proven health gains (3). Lack of positive attitude, self-confidence and skills to convey health promotion information tailored to individual or community needs are recognized as major barriers in health promotion by physicians (4). This emphasizes the role of undergraduate medical education in intervening to ensure that positive attitudes towards health promotion are developed as a part of the process of physician training (3,5,6). Such attitudes serve to influence foundational learning outcomes in health promotion culminating in the enhancement of future practice (5). This review attempts to describe and critically analyze the available literature focusing on medical students' attitudes towards health promotion, including predictors of positive attitude development and implications for future practice.

Methodology

An electronic search of the following databases was performed which included Pubmed, Science Direct, Proquest and Scopus. Boolean logic was utilized to combine a collection of key search terms including health promotion, attitude, medical student, medical education and behavior. Peer-reviewed articles published within the last 10 years (October 2003-October 2013) were selected in addition to key texts and information derived from the World health Organization's official website. These sources of information were reviewed, critically evaluated and narratively summarized utilizing the main themes identified as an overarching framework to guide the review. Most studies had employed self-reported surveys which included the Prevention
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Attitude Scale (PAS) (5) and Attitudes to Social Issues in Medicine (ATSIM) scale (7) to measure the attitudes of medical students on health promotion and prevention.

**Mixed attitudes in medical students on health promotion**

While early studies facilitated in the 1990s show relatively consistent positive attitudes among medical students towards the basic concepts of health promotion (8, 9), more recent evidence tends to identify mixed attitudes. Studies involving medical students in California (5) and Australia (3) demonstrated a varying range in the positive attitudes toward health promotion and prevention. The Californian study facilitated by Bellas et al was carried out as part of a curriculum evaluation survey with the participation of 599 first year medical students from five medical schools. Of the participants included in the sample, 98% agreed on the cost effectiveness of preventative medicine while only 63% agreed on health promotion as the major role of a primary care physician (5). The study conducted by Gnanendran et al focused on exercise counseling in the practice of preventative medicine and involved 131 medical students from the Australian National University. This study revealed that 66% of participants agreed on prevention being as equally important as treatment (3).

In a study conducted in Germany by Klement et al, 220 fifth year medical students were recruited to explore participant perceptions of health promotion and prevention (10). The findings of this study reported that the relative importance assigned by the students towards several key areas in health promotion and preventive medicine such as counseling on environmental and genetic risk factors were found to be markedly low.

**Predictors of attitudes towards health promotion**

Several key predictors were highlighted in the literature that may ultimately determine and influence attitudes towards health promotion and their observed differences. The majority of past studies (11, 12) as well as more recent investigations (10) identified female gender as a favorable predictor of positive attitude towards health promotion with ratings on its importance being significantly higher compared to males. For instance in the study by Klement et al, 51% of the females as compared to 33% of males rated population based preventative measures to be important or very important while 46% of females as compared to 34% of males rated risk communication to be important or very important. Furthermore, 73% of females acknowledged the importance of preventive medicine and health promotion within their personal medical profession compared to only 57% of males (10).

The study conducted by Bellas et al involving Californian medical students revealed that a future preference for a career in the specialty of preventive medicine or primary care also had a positive influence on attitudes towards health promotion (5). Further, the study identified that personal beliefs regarding social determinants of health were also strong predictors of positive attitude which is consistent with the findings of the study conducted by Klement et al in Germany (10). Interestingly this study also revealed that Democratic Party preference was identified as a significant positive influential factor that may highlight the socioeconomic and political contexts within which health promotion policies are shaped and implemented (5).

Previous experiences and practices related to healthy living have also been shown to impact on attitudes. For example, in the Australian study by Gnanendran et al involving both medical
students and physicians, it was interesting to note that participants who had led active lives in their youth had more favorable attitudes towards health promotion counseling with regard to physical activity (3).

**A change of attitudes in medical schools**

Previous trends appear to indicate that attitudes towards health promotion for medical students and physicians were 'brought to medical school' rather than inculcated during training (13). In contrast, a more recent study facilitated in Colombia by Duperly et al involving 661 first and fifth year medical students revealed that attitudes evolve during the period of medical student undergraduate training (14). An Australian study conducted by Price et al compared 385 medical students in their first, fifth and sixth (final) years and revealed that the greatest attitudinal change occurred up to fifth year with insignificant change identified thereafter (15). Furthermore, Ewan (16) followed up a cohort of Australian medical students from their first year of study in to their senior years with the research identifying that as participants progressed through a medical training course they were less likely to appreciate the social determinates of healthessential to successful health promotion in community populations.

**Implications**

As attitudes of medical students on health promotion were found to be correlated with healthy life style behaviors as well as health promotion practices (3), it is worthwhile discussing this trend further. In the study by Gnanendran et al (3), one third of the participating students admitted that they failed to engage themselves in sufficient physical activities. This in turn was linked with the attitude that exercise was not a crucial component of their daily lives. Similar trends were described in the study by Duperly et al (14), where medical students smoked more and consumed a less healthy diet when compared to the general population in the same age group. Interestingly, participants were more inclined towards these unhealthy behaviors by the time they had reached the final year of medical study compared to students in first year. This may be partly due to the highly stressful and time demanding nature of academic life as students progressed through the degree program (17). Consequently, such unhealthy behavior patterns were correlated with less favorable attitudes towards health promotion (18). Conversely, negative attitudes towards health promotion have been shown to hinder the health promotion counseling delivered by a health professional (19).

**Interventions for improving attitudes on health promotion**

Identified interventions targeting medical students with a focus on promoting positive attitudes towards healthy behaviors have strongly encouraged student practitioners in training to offer better health promotion advice in comparison to students who were not exposed to such interventions. Interventions have included improving accessibility to extracurricular activities such as physical activity sessions including yoga, team sports or taking part in other organized exercise classes within the medical school context (18, 20).

Several studies have stressed the significance of revising traditional preventive medicine programs as a means to developing a more integrated curriculum approach (21, 22). Integrated curriculum models give emphasis to key principles in health promotion and are taught interactively across training programs within themainstream curriculum by clinicians who are regarded by students as role models (5). Such role models would serve to maintain student interest.
in, and improve student attitudes towards, health promotion if various personal and socio political values of medical students were taken into account.

Given that personal beliefs (9) and values (3) seem to play a crucial role in determining ongoing positive attitudes towards health promotion, it may also be prudent to employ rigorous screening measures to evaluate the attitudes and values of applicants on admission to medical schools (23).

The broad spectrum of cognitive, affective and behavioral dimensions that must be considered when defining attitudes towards health promotion, renders the task of accurately measuring such attitudes in regular community samples as highly complex (24). Utilizing self-reported questionnaires to assess such attitudes creates a further limitation as measures of this kind can elicit a subjective evaluation favoring the tendency to report attitudes which are positively framed but disingenuous (3).

**Limitations and future recommendations**

Medical students' positive attitudes towards health promotion are crucial to the role of consulting physicians working within regular community populations. Thus the multiple and diverse predictors influencing these attitudes should be further investigated in different contexts and cogent intervention approaches developed to promote positive attitudes towards health promotion. Given the dearth of studies documenting medical students' attitudes towards health promotion during training, as well as the limited findings to highlight the complex associations influencing such attitudinal changes, longitudinal follow up and evaluation studies of medical students in both developing and developed countries are necessary in order to establish effective evidence based strategies which would enhance their health promoting attitudes and behaviors. Such studies would help determine the efficacy of specific interventions to strengthen attitudes towards health promotion as well as define the best educational approaches that would encourage positive attitudes towards health promoting activities. These strategies would in turn have a positive outcome on the health promotion activities physicians would implement in their practice leading to enhanced patient engagement and broader community health outcomes.

**Conclusions**

This review focused on the significance of medical student attitudes towards health promotion and the implications of positive attitudes on health promotion practices. A range of studies was identified that delineated the significance of positive health promoting attitudes, their predictors and potential interventions to encourage positive attitudinal positions concerning health promotion in regular community settings. The paper highlighted the significance of developing positive attitudes towards health promotion and prevention and the implications of such attitudes in contributing to the wellbeing of patients and physicians. The review also identified the dearth of research in the area and the implications of limited studies exploring this phenomenon given that multiple and diverse predictors concerning the development of positive attitudes in health promotion for practitioners in training exist within a range of contexts, including developing nations. Finally, future research agendas focusing on effective educational and behavioral interventions were recommended that would serve to redress the significant research gap as a means of encouraging future physicians' positive attitudes towards health promotion and prevention.
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